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REFLECTION QUESTIONS

In what situations do I find myself holding back? 

Is there anyone (specific or a general group of people) I’m resentful towards? What inspires that resentment? 

In what circumstances do I put up a wall between myself and others? When do I close off my heart towards 
others? 

When do I find myself ‘waiting for the other shoe to drop?’ 

What does ‘my wild’ look like? What does it feel like? 

When do I feel free to be fully and completely myself?

Have questions? Need support? Email us: flowerevolution@lotuswei.com or call: 1-844-WEI-COOL, ext 708
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WEEK 3

Take a moment each day, or even a set time once a week, to reflect on how you’re feeling, right now. 
It can be just one or two words!

Carving out time for reflection, even just a minute each day, is important self-care and can help us 
follow our growth with flower elixirs.
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EXQUISITE PRACTICES  

Imagine you have a public speaking engagement to share something dear to your heart, 
something you are passionate and excited about. How does this prospect make you feel? 
Excited? Fearful? Intimidated? Where do you feel these sensations in your body? Does your 
nervousness feel different from your excitement? Notice + observe.


Practice speaking loudly. (Not shouting! Simply projecting your voice.) Make a point to speak 
audibly, no matter with whom you are conversing or the subject matter. Speak clearly + with 
deliberation. Enunciate. When you notice yourself speaking softly or mumbling, make note of topic 
and who you are speaking with. Observe.


Take voice lessons, a drama class or find a local mic night! Find an activity that simultaneously 
encourages you to use your voice and puts you in a position of being seen.


Remember your ‘voice’ is how you express yourself. While it is important to speak with our 
powerful voice, we can also express ourselves loud and clear through how we move + hold our 
bodies, and our general presence.
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